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PRANIC HEALING PROTOCOL FOR CORONAVIRUS 
Updated 3/28/2020 DOC 

 
• Do Opening and Closing Invocation. 
• Work with a Pranic Healing Pod/Group. 
• Practice proper energy hygiene. 
• In the cleansing technique of the chakra, divide the chakra into 4 quadrants and apply 

thorough sweeping of each quadrant. 
• Adequate energizing of the chakras is important.   
• Use light pranas for moderate and serious cases. 
• Patients may need daily healings until they stabilize. 

 
 
I. TREATMENT FOR MILD CORONAVIRUS DISEASE  

(Patients with mild or nonspecific symptoms; patients suspicious to have coronavirus or 
have close contact with persons with coronavirus; and patients being monitored for 
coronavirus) 

 
1. Scan all chakras and re-scan during and after healing.  Gently scan pineal gland and meng 

mein chakra. 
2. Apply general sweeping with light whitish green prana – two sets. 

Apply general sweeping with electric violet prana – one set. 
3. Clean the back and front solar plexus chakras with electric violet.  Normalize/inhibit with 

blue. 
4. Clean and energize crown, forehead and ajna chakras with electric violet. 
5. Gently clean the pineal gland with light whitish green prana if congested. 
6. Clean throat chakra and secondary throat minor chakra with light whitish green prana.  

Energize with light whitish green prana and 3 breathing cycles of gold prana (from heart 
and crown). 

7. Clean back heart chakra with light whitish green prana.  Energize the back heart chakra 
with light whitish green prana and 3 breathing cycles of gold prana (from heart and 
crown). 

8. Clean the lungs thoroughly (include right upper, middle and lower minor chakras and left 
upper and lower minor chakras).  Clean alternately with light whitish green, light whitish 
blue and light whitish violet pranas. Energize the lungs with light whitish green, light 
whitish red and 3 breathing cycles of gold pranas (from heart and crown). 

9. Clean the meng mein chakra gently and thoroughly with light whitish green prana.  
Energize gently with light whitish green and 1-3 breathing cycles of gold pranas. 

10. Clean front and back spleen with light whitish green prana.  Energize with light whitish 
violet or gold prana. 

11. Clean navel, basic and sex chakras with light whitish green prana.  Energize with light 
whitish green prana and 3 breathing cycles of gold pranas. This will increase the energy 
level of the patient. 

12. Stabilize and disconnect.  
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II. TREATMENT FOR MODERATE AND SEVERE CORONAVIRUS DISEASE  
(Patients present with respiratory symptoms; patients admitted to the hospital; or critically 
ill patients in the ICU on mechanical ventilator) 

 
1. Scan all chakras and re-scan during and after healing.  Gently scan pineal gland and meng 

mein chakra. 
2. Apply general sweeping with light green prana – two sets. 

Apply general sweeping with electric violet prana – one set. 
3. Clean the back and front solar plexus chakras with electric violet.  Normalize/inhibit with 

blue. 
4. Clean and energize crown, forehead and ajna chakras with electric violet. 
5. Gently clean the pineal gland with light whitish green prana if congested. 
6. Clean throat chakra and secondary throat minor chakra thoroughly with light green and 

light orange prana.  Energize with light green prana and 3 breathing cycles of gold prana 
(from heart and crown).  

7. Clean back heart and front heart chakras with light whitish green prana.  Energize back 
heart chakra with light whitish green prana and energize with 3-5 breathing cycles of gold 
prana (from heart and crown). 

8. Clean the lungs thoroughly (include right upper, middle and lower minor chakras and left 
upper and lower minor chakras).  Clean alternately with light green, light blue and light 
violet pranas. Energize the lungs with light green, light orange, light red pranas and 3-5 
breathing cycles of gold prana (from heart and crown). 

9. Clean the meng mein chakra gently and thoroughly with light whitish green prana.   
Energize gently with light whitish green and 3-5 breathing cycles of gold pranas. 

10. Clean front and back spleen with light green prana.  Energize with light violet or gold 
prana. 

11. Clean navel, basic and sex chakras with light green prana.  Energize with light green and 
5 breathing cycles of gold pranas. This will increase the energy level of the patient. 

12. Apply Cleansing of the Internal Organs Technique with light green prana. (Do not use 
orange prana because of gastrointestinal symptoms). 

13. Apply Cleansing of the Blood and Master Healing Techniques (If patient meets criteria). 
14. Apply Divine Healing Technique. 
15. Create chakra and auric shields with electric violet prana.  
16. Stabilize and disconnect. 

 
• For critically-ill patients more healing is required (2-3x a day). 
• In severe cases, there may be a need for use of medium green prana. 
• Monitor kidney, heart and lung functions in severe cases. 

1Please be reminded that “Pranic Healing is not intended to replace conventional medicine but rather to 
complement it.  If an ailment persists consult immediately, a medical doctor and a reputable Pranic 
Healer.”  - GrandMaster Choa Kok Sui 
  
2This Pranic Healing Protocol for Coronavirus was created, modified and updated based on the energetic 
profiles of a number of patients that received Pranic Healing treatments.  
 
 


